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Based ou ab illitio results the J
It'vels, and the structure of the J
CHt molecular ion are calculated.
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ao H2 molecule bouud by a three-ceuter two-eIectrou boud at the apex of
a pyramidal CHt iou with the H2 axis approximately perpeudicular

to the C3

axis of the CHt unit. The binding euergy is about 15000 cm-I. The iuternal
rotation of tht' H2 abollt the C3 axis has a barrier height of 30 cm-I. There is
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through a C2. structure, with a barrier of :JOOcm-I,

lhat invo)ws the exchange of a CHt and an H2 protou.
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A formalism has been developed for treating the rotation-pseudorotation

prob-

lem in 1\'a3, which has many analogies with the principal axis formalism for methyltop internal

rotor molecules.

The pseudorotation

from our previous high-barrier formalisml

angle XP and D3h group theory

lead to a molecular Hamiltonian contain-

ing the following terms up to second order:

H

= Fp2 +

(1/2)V3(I-cos3\p)+ BJ2 + (C-B)J:2+ QPJ: + f+J+2+ LL2

where P is the momentum conjugate to X~ The F and V3 terms represent the threeidentical-well,

particle-on-a-ring,

pseudorotation

sent an oblate symmetric top rotational
plane).

problem.

The Q term represents Coriolis interaction

and o\'erall-rotational

angular momentum.

mapped onto that for methyl-group

B and

C terms repre-

bet\\'{'t"n the pseudo-rotational

Up to this point the Hamiltonian can be

interual rotation in an oblate symmetric top.

The final two terms are peculiar to the present problem.
of the total angular momentum

The

Hamiltonian (z axis perpt:'lldicular to the ~a3

They rontain prodllrts

ladder operators J:!: = JZ~iJN and roeffjcients f:!:.

which (unlike the other coeffjcients F,V3, B,C.Q) rannot be ronstants. but must be

=

expressed as a Fourier series in the pseudorotation funrtions exp(~im\p)' \\"here m
+1 mod :3. These final two terms allow for rotation of the inertial A,B,C' axes when
pseudorotation

rauses earh of the :\a atoms in turn to orc\lpy the apc>xposition in

the distorted-triangle

equilibrium structure,

of unusual featllres in the rotational

and they are responsible for a nUlllber

energy level pattern.

along with a relath'ely successful fit of published2

which \\"iIl be disrussed

and unpllblished measurements

from earlier B-X pump-probe experiments.

1 X. OHA511\. ~1. TSL'L'RA A:\'D .1. T. HOUGEN. J. .\101. 5,'(C''''0$C'. Iï3. ;9-99
(199.5).
2 W. E:ER:\'5T A:\'D S. RAI\O\\'SI\Y. ('011. J. Phys. 72. 1:30;-131-1 (1991).
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The V

-

N resonance

Raman

spectrum

in even quanta of the ground-state

of ethylene1

shows a long progression

torsional mode I{(au).

Bands approximately

midway between the even quanta have been assigned2 to transitions to odd quanta
of V~. Such transitions are forbiddel1 according to the usual 9 <f+u selection rule of
Raman spectroscopy. Here we col1sider the theory of the intensity of such transitions
allowing for the fact that the excited state is twisted by 90. at equilibrium, using
Hougen's double group theory3.

From approximate one-dimensional torsional po-

tentials of the V and N electronicstates, it is shownthat good qualitative agreement
between observed and calculated intensities is obtained.

The electronic transition

moment is assumed to be proportional to cos (J,where (Jis the torsional angle, but the
calculated relative intensities are not sensitive to the precise torsional dependence.
More detai1ed theory wil\ require col1sideration of the avoided crossing affecting the
V state. .

1

R. J. SENSIONANDB. S. HUDSON,J. Chrm. Phys. 90, 1377(1989).

2 W. SIEBRANDAND M. Z. ZGIERSKI, J. Raman Sprctrosc. 21,263 (1990).
3 A. J. MERER AND J. K. G. WATSON,J. Mol. SprctrosC'. 47,499 (1973).
4 C. PETRONGOLO, R. J. BUENKER. A:-\DS. D. PEYERIMIIOFF, J. Chrm. Phys.
76, :J6.55(1982).
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It has proved possible to observe the rotation-torsion
dride, ~-acetic

anhydride and all the singly substituted

spectra of acetic anhyt3C-~-acetic

anhydride

isotopic species using a pulsed nozzle Fourier transform microwave spectrometer.
In surprising contrast to the results from previous spectroscopic studies 00 the
structure aod dyoamics of the anhydrides, R1-Co-O-CO-R2

with RI=R2=H1

and

Rt=H, R2=CH3,2 acetic anhydride (R1=R2=CH3) was found to have a non-planar
arrallgement of the heavy nuclei with both acetyl groups being twisted out of the
C-O-C plane.
Unlike the few other two-top molecules which have been previously investigated and have ioequivalent methyl groups (e.g. methyl acetate3 and trans Nmethylethylidenimioe4)

the observed conformation of acetic aohydride does oot have

a plane of symmetry, aod heoce it proved oecessary to modify existing software for
this case to eosure that the basis functions for the iotemal

rotation

part of the

Hamiltonian had the appropriate symmetry properties.
The low J, Ko b-type aod c-type transitioos of acetic aohydride observed io
our jet spectrometer

show some fine structure, and it is most likely that a coocerted

large-amplitude conformational ioversioo motioo of the heavy nuclei frame of acetic
anhydride takes place. The poteotial energy surface of acetic anhydride has been
determined ab initio at the MP2/6-31G** level of theory5 and the cooformation
the global mioimum is in general agreement with the experimentally
structure.

1 S. VACCANJ, U. Roos,
19,51-57 (1977).

of

determined

A. BAUDER AND Hs. H. GÜNTHARD, Chem.

Phys.

2 A. BAUDER, Conlrrcnce 011Drtrrmination 01 Molecular Structure by MW Spectroscopy and Electron Diffmrtion, Tûbingen, Germany, March 19777).
3 J. SIIERIDAN, W. BOSSERT AND A. BAUDER, J. Mol. Spcctrosc. 80, 1-11
(1980).
4

W. BOSSERT,A. BAUDERANDHs. H. GÜNTIIARD,Chem. Phys. 39, :167-:393
(1979).

5

T. K. HA, privatr commullication
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A simultaneous fitting of vibration-rotation line strengths of fundamental, overtone,
combination and hot bands ofthe water molecule has been performed in order to determine the
dipole moment suñace directly from observed infrared and microwave data.
In order to calculate vibration-rotation wave function and rovibrational transition moments
the recent refined potential energy function (1) for the electronic ground state of water
molecule has been used which was determined from an extended set of experimental energies
and transition frequencies for various isotopic species

(120 vibration-rotation bands of 10

isotopomers). The calculations are carried out with the Hamiltonian written in the MORBID
form and the dipole moment function is represented by an expansion in bond length
displacements for stretching coordinates and in cosine of the bending angJe(2).
In this paper we focus on high rotational quantum number transitions. Refined values of 9
dipole moment parameters (i.e., expansion coefficients of terms up to second order in the
vibrational coordinate displacements) have been obtained from a simultaneous fitting of
approximately 6750 spectralline intensities from 18 vibrational bands including hot bands of
H20 and HDO. The transitions involved in the fitûng had 11:(V-V')I S 2 and J s 10. The overall weighted relative standard deviation of the fit with only 9 adjustable parameters was 1.8,
which is close to the experimental accuracy.
The results of the present work constitute a considerable improvement over wgJobal"
calculations from available ab initio dipole moment suñaces.
1. P.Jensen, S.A.Tashkun and V1.G.Tyuterev, J.MoI.Spectrosc., 168,271-289 (1994)
2. P.Jensen. J.MoI.Spectrosc.I32.429-457(1988)
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TORSION-ROTATION- VIBRATIONEFFECTS IN THE DEGENERATE
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Torsion-rotation-vibration

eft"ects in the lowest-Iying degenerate fundamental

(VI2 = 1 +- 0) of CH3CD3havebeen studied. Spectra between 640 and 740 cm-I

have been obtained at a resolution of 0.002 cm-I using a Fourier transform spectrometer. The temperature and pressure of the sample were 130 K and 0.4 Torr,
respectively. A total of 1936 transitions have been identified. Tonional spliUings
for most (K, tT) series have been observed, where tT= 0, -1, + llabels the dift"erent
torsional sublevels.
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perturbation-alJowed
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oí the levels
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perturbations.

torsional

transitions

from the present experiment and frequen-

cies from previously reported studies in the ground vibrational state \\"ere fitted to
within experimental
connedion

uncertainty using an eft"edive HamiItonian discussed earlier in

with CH]SiH] IMoazzen-Ahmadi et 01. 170,516 (1995)).

